To the Class of 2020 and Their Families:
We are so excited to celebrate your graduation with you! Please carefully
read this list of “do’s and don’ts” to help make this event a safe and
celebratory success! This event is happening rain or shine!
Please do help us celebrate by…. Please help keep the event safe
and special for all by...
Wearing your caps and gowns!
Streaming the event on your phone as
you watch the video stream or listen live
on WMPG 90.9 FM via car radio or
phone. Links to come.
Inviting friends and relatives to stream the
event from their homes!

Bringing a car no bigger than a minivan to
the event. Larger vehicles should be
prepared to park farther back than smaller
vehicles to help everyone see.
Not playing music or radio stations other
than WMPG.

Decorating your cars!

Entering through the marked entrance
with your ticket and exiting through the
marked exit.

Cheering out your passenger-side
windows and using festive noisemakers
to add to the glee!

Not decorating the top of your car in a
way that will obstruct the view of cars
behind you. No latex balloons.

Dropping off signs and banners in
celebration of the Class of 2020 that we
hang around the perimeter of the
ceremony.

Saving your use of applause,
noisemakers and car horns for
designated times of celebration.

Taking off your mask for your graduation
photo.

Only opening windows on the right side of
the car so we can all get fresh air, safely.
Having the graduates sit on the
passenger (right) side of the car to help
with ceremony choreography.
Staying six feet away from people at all
times and wearing a mask whenever you

are not in your car (except for your
graduation photo).
Staying in your cars at all times until...it is
time to go receive your diploma! No open
air congregating (i.e. in the back of a truck
or convertible). There is not outside
seating for any groups. All participants
must be in a vehicle.
Entering and exiting your car from the
ocean side only to minimize social
contact.
Leaving your pets at home.
Using the bathroom before you arrive.
(There will be limited access to
bathrooms within the Ocean Gateway.)
Limit vehicle idling if possible
Arriving with phones (and laptops) fully
charged for streaming (optional).
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